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Dear Customer: 
 
This notice is sent to you in accordance with the requirements of the National Traffic and Motor 
Vehicle Safety Act.  Cummins Inc. has determined that a defect which relates to motor vehicle 
safety exists in certain remanufactured ISL engines manufactured between January 6, 2017 
and May 15, 2021 with the following part numbers: 
  
DR6540-RX, DR6542-RX, DR6544-RX, DR6548-RX, DR6549-RX, DR6550-RX, DR6939-RX, 
DR6966-RX, DR7033-RX, DR7088-RX, DR7698-RX, DR7699-RX, DR7700-RX, DR7714-RX, 
DR7721-RX, DR6953-RX, DR6955-RX, DR7038-RX, DR7727-RX, DR7728-RX, DR7729-RX, 
DR7742-RX, DR7786-RX, DR7789-RX, DR7696-RX, DR7765-RX, DR7772-RX, DR7773-RX, 
DR7775-RX, DR7776-RX, DR7778-RX, DR7780-RX, DR7781-RX, DR7785-RX 
 
Cummins is recalling these products installed in Transit Buses. Our records indicate the some 
of the subject remanufactured engines may have been shipped to you. 
 
Attached is a list affected Engine Serial Numbers (ESN) for which Cummins does not have 
owner addresses derived from Cummins Warranty Records. 
 
WHY IS A RECALL BEING CONDUCTED? 
 
The fuel rail assembly may develop leaks, which may result in an undetected prolonged diesel 
fuel spray.  A leak involving spraying/misting fuel in the presence of an ignition source may 
increase the risk of fire.  
 
WHAT SHOULD YOU DO? 
 
1.  Recalled Products in Inventory.   
 
Check the ESN of any remanufactured engines with the above Part Numbers in your inventory.   
 
If the ESN is included on the attached list, you should hold the affected engines in your 
inventory until it is repaired. The repair instructions are identified in TSB210113.  Repairs can 
be made and charged to Cummins Campaign #C2449 when it is published. 
 

 
2.  Recalled product in the hands of your customers and owners.   
 
It is critical that downstream resellers and end users be advised of this recall.  Accordingly, 
please take the following action: 
 

Reselling Customers within the United States:  You must forward copies of this letter 
within five (5) business days to any of your reselling customers who may have 
purchased the recalled products from you.  
 
Reselling Customers outside the United States:  You must forward copies of this letter 
to any of your reselling customers who may have purchased the recalled products from 
you.  



 
End Users:   Within five (5) business days, please check your records to identify any 
end-user purchasers of the recalled products and provide their contact information to 
Cummins at cummins.campaign.administration@cummins.com so that we can notify 
them of this recall and provide instructions.  Please be sure to include the affected 
remanufactured engine part number and serial number in the email.  Alternatively, at 
your request, we will provide a recall letter that you may send to your customers. 
 
 

 
QUESTIONS OR CONCERNS? 
 
If you have questions or concerns about this recall, contact Cummins Care at 1-800-CUMMINS 
(1-800-286-6467). 
  

* * * 
 
Cummins is taking this action in the interest of your personal safety and satisfaction with our 
products.  We apologize for any inconvenience and thank you for your attention to this matter. 
 
Sincerely, 
 
Campaign Administrator 
Cummins Inc. 
 
 
 
Attachment: ESN List 
 




